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quality plumbing
fixtures and fittings
for distinctive

BATHRO-

Superbvitreouschinawithluxuriousgleamingfittingsforlifetime
quality. Distributed, through normal trade channels. Illustrated
above: 'Nuadale' pedestal basin and 'Nuastyle' mixer supply.
'Unisyla' vacumatic extra-quiet W.C. 'Loch Ranza' safety bath.
Richards ceramic wall and floor tiles.
ARMITAGE WARE LTD, Armitage, Rugeley, Staffordshire
Telephone: Armitage 253 (7 lines)

Irish Representative
F. N. S. AHERN
46 Wynberg Park, Stradbrook Road, Blackrock
Dublin.
Telephone 85309

l

Send for details to: ARMITAGE WARE LTD.
Armitage, Rugeley, Staffs.
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T HE SIGN OF GOOD
G HEATIN

The THERMODARE

DOMESTIC
storage heater
THE FIRST AND ONLY STORAGE HEATER WITH

THERMOSTATIC CONTROL
BUILT IN THERMAL LINK
•

IRISH PATENT NUMBER : 21150
BRITISH PATENT NUMBER : 842000

IRISH PATENT NUMBER : 23006
BRITISH PATENT NUMBER : 833995

This heater can be thermostatically controlled
the input can be adjusted to suit comfort
conditions to a maximum of

2! kws.

UNIDARE LIMITED
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llot water systems for bungalow dwellings are discussed this month by John G.
Bolton, lecturer in plumbing and heating at Bolton Street, Dublin, College of
Technology

5

A. L. Townsend, M.R.S.II., M.I.P., in his October contribution deals with heat and
its ellect on plumbing materials

7

A 'Contractor' cameraman visits Olympia for the HEVAC exhibition and meets
Irish-interest personalities

16

D. C. Coyle, M.E., M.I.C.E.I., M.I.P.II.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M,I.W.E., contributes the fourth
article in his series on plastics in plumbing

23

News from the United States of an important development

22

SPECIAL

URVEY: Plumbers Metals and Tools Welding Equipment-31.

FEATURES: Questions Answered, 18; New Products, 14.
Due to space limitations, we have been unable to include a third, and final,
article by A. L. Townsend under the heading of thermal insulation, which
would have dea:t with computation of values, in this issue. We hope to publish
this contribution next month.-Ed.
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POLYTHENE

CISTERNS

Seeking high ? Specify the Fordham' Volta,' the only White
Plastic High Level Cistern.
Seeking Low? Your ideal choice is the revolutionary Low
Level 'Eterna' in white or black.
They're perfectly complementary. Moulded from rigid
polythene- unbreakable, rustproof, incorrodible. Fitted with
the Fordham All Polythene Syphon, and 'Acquasave' All
Polythene Ball Valve and Ball Float. And both operate
uncommonly well in any water conditions, and in any
tern peratures.
For new installations in housing schemes, particularly lowcost housing, they defy all competition.
By the makers of the well-known
range

PRICE

HIGH

of

Fordham

'Cieanline'

Cisterns, Flushing Troughs, etc.
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hot water systems
lor bungalow
dwellings
JN

our last issue we dealt with the
gradual development of
the
modern domestic hot-water installation.
It was shown then that for general
use the normal cylinder system provides satisfactory results and is free
from danger.
Its installation in the
average two-storied dwellinghouse
presents little dfficulty as it is usual
to put the cylinder on the upper floor,
thereby having a straight run for the
circulation pipes from the boiler on
the ground floor.
When, however, we come to the
bungalow dwelling we have to meet a
totally different situation.
Here we
may have the boiler grate in the
livingroom and across the hallway or
corridor the bathroom with its
cylinder. The problem then arises a
to how we will run the flow and
return pipes from boiler to cylinder
so that satisfactory circulation will
take place. There are several ways o(
overcoming this difficulty, but the
design illustrated in Fig. J will give
very good results.

Pitched-roof
bungalows
installing this system, and
W HEN
indeed all bungalow system , the
first point to keep in mind is to. t~y
and increase the static head.
Th 1s IS
usually done by raising the store tank

-

rr;====
_ =~O=o··~~-

I

as high as possible in the roo( space.
A point to watch here is that a
normal tank of, say, 50 gallons
capacity, w11l weigh when filled about
500 lbs.- nearly .\ ton-so that substantial support must be provided,
otherwise trouble can be expected!
The next point to watch, and it is
of primary importance, is to keep the
centre line of the cylinder at least
2ft. higher than the boiler centre line,
otherwise poor circulation will result.
It will be seen from the sketch that
the circulation pipes rise from the
boiler into the roof space and are
fitted with open vents on each pipe.
From the tee connections (sweep tees)
the pipes will continue in a gradu.al
fall and then drop to the cylinder.
It is recommended that these circulation pipes be not less than 1in.
diameter o as to reduce friction loss
to a minimum. The vents, if desired,
can be reduced to }in. bore.
With this system it is very important
to insulate all pipes in the roof space,
otherwise heat-loss will be very high.
This may be done by wrapping ~ith
glass silk strip or hair fell, takmg
particular care that no gaps are left,
.
especially at bends, etc.
In a job of this type, where stat1c
head is low, another very ir~1portant
point arises with the proviSion of
draw-ofl' to fittings. Due to the lowpressure involved , the main draw-off
pipe shou ld always be taken from the

-1--

the
author
JOHN

G.

BOLTON,

Lecturer

in

Plumbing and Heating a•t the Colle.1:e
of Technology, BoHon Street, Dublin.

vent pipe at a point as close to the
crown of the cyclinder as possible,
even if it should mean that the drawoff has to be raised to a higher level
further on.
On the other hand, shou ld the
branch be taken off near ceiling level
it will be found that the flow from
the hot taps· will be very erraticmainly consisting oE a mixture of
water and air bubbles.
The lower
draw-ofT connection will prevent this
sucking in of air from the open expansion pipe.

Proved very
satisfactory
THIS design has proved very satisfactory in many jobs, and where
installed properly with correct pipe
sizes as recommended, will give a
40 °F temperature drop between flow
and return, so ensuring brisk circulation.
Another variation of the cylinder
system for bungalow installation is
shown in Fig. 2. Here we have the

contin ued page eight .
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LET US LOOK
OVER YOUR SHOULDER
Yes, Caltex Technical Advisory Service
can give you the complete answer
to your problems in connection with heating,
steam raising and heat conservation.
Whether your problem is centrally heating
a bungalow or the insulation,
heat conservation or water treatment
in an industrial plant.

Caltex service
covers
every aspect
from actual
designing to the
delivery of
fuel oil.

CALTEX HAS THE ANSWER
Consult: Caltex (Ireland) Limited . 6/ 1 Lower O'Connell Street . Dublin.
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REA 1
ITS EFFECT ON
PLUMBING MATERIALS
11HE

following effects of heat on
materials have now been noted in
n~y earlier articles:FACULTY OF PLUMBING . . . A. L. Townsend, M.R.P., M.R.S.H., a
,. It can bring about a change of
Lecturer
at the Oxford College of Technology c?ntinues here the first part of a
state.
~
lt can hasten or bring about a
four stage course in plumbing. The author has closely followed his own lecture
chemical change.
• As a result of the first or second programme and has paid particular attention to scientific and technological·
points above, the appearance, innovations.
properties and behaviour of the
" dances," and a reduction in size, or seen effects of heat on the length of
material is very much altered.
There is another equally important contraction of the material, results. material.
Reference will be made to the
effect of heat on materials ; one in
"linear coefficients of thermal expanwhich they change in size according
C oefficient of
sion."
The word "linear" means
to their heat content. It is well known
and "coefficient" means
lengthwise
that when a substance or material is t h ermal expa n sion
fraction; so the term really defines
heated it gets larger, or expands; and
when it cools it gets smaller, or conHow much does it expand?
This that fraction by which a given or unit
tracts.
In other words, material depends upon the material; whether length of material will expand when
" moves" as its liemperature varies it is in a solid, liquid or gas state; its temperature js increased by one
and this is called the heat movement and, of course, upon its heat content. degree, or will contract when its temperature decreases by one degree.
or the thermal movement of materials.
The amount that solids will expand
The unit length can be measured by
Why do materials expand when for each extra degree of temperature any convenient scale. It may be one
rise is easily measured and is fairly inch, one foot, one yard or one mile;
heated and contract on cooling?
Imagine the space taken up by a constant. To whatever extent a solid but whatever the unit lengths used ,
group of people standing fairly still. expands or contracts for one degree thelll the fraction that the material
Now, if all these people started to change in temperature, it will expand expands for one degree will also be
rock-'n- roll they would jostle and or contract ten times as much for ten measured on a fraction of that inch ,
foot, yard or mile.
push one a~other about, and in doing degrees change in temperature.
Liquids and gases do not behave
so take up more space. The separate
Nearly tw.ice
molecules which go to make up a quite so conveniently, and water in
as much
material are always on the move, particular behaves in a most unexOne degree Centigrade is 9/Sth or
vibrating to and fro at a rate depend- pected manner, as has already been
nearly twice as big as one degree
ing upon the amount of heat energy shown.
Consequently, a materFor the time being Jet us consider Fahrenheit.
they have.
When cold, their heat
ial
heated
one
degree Centigrade will
of
thermal
movement
on
the
effect
energy i small and they keep fairly
still and close to one another, and solid materials such a pipes, boilers, " move" nearly twice as much as it
they take up as little space as pos- sheet metal and roof coverings. Ther- would if heated one degree Fahrensible. When the material is heated, mal movement affects all the dimen- heit. Watch this point, and take care
its molecules gain energy and start to sions of a material. Length, width, to use coefficients of thermal expan" dance" with increasing vigour and and thickness all increase as the tem- sion which are correct for the temperature scale in use. Table A. gives
so of course, they take up more perature of the material increases.
Since most of the materials the the co:fficients for the commonly u ed
sp~ce. An increase in the size of the
material is the re ult; that is, the plumber deals with- for example, plumbmg materials.
pipes, and bays of sheet metal on
The table shows that lead "moves"
material expands on being heated.
When the material cools down it roofs-are so much longer than they or. expands and contracts, neariy
loses heat energy, the molecules slow are wide or thick, it will be conven- twice as much as does copper.
down the rate of their vibratory ient to examine only the more readily
continued page nine
Seven
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HOT WATER SYSTEMS FOR BUNGALOWS
flow pipe rising into the roof space
and vented over the store tank.
It
then drops and connects to the
cylinder at the crown.
From the
lower connection on the cylinder the
return drops below floor level and
then gradually rises to the boiler.
Draw-off branches will again be
taken off as near the crown of the
cylinder as possible in order to give
a good flow of water from the hot
taps.

As in the previous system , I in.
diameter flow return, and cold feed
pipes are necessary for satisfactory
results. Pipes under the floor and in
the roof space should be insul a ted as
already mentioned .
.
A problem which occasiOnally arises
with this type of design is for reverse circulation to take place, particularly when the water is just beThis defect may
ginning to heat.
rectify itself wh en the water becomes

The Luxurious
RYAX WARMHOME SYSTEM

Has Arrived !
Th e '·Ryaxem
Warmhom
e" Sy st
is a '
packaged small bore central heating
system consisting of the following
components: Warmhome Back Boiler and Flue
Brush - Warmhouse Firebricks - Four
Warmhouse Radiators - Twelve complete Warmhome Radiator Brackets
One Ryaland Noxi Circular Pump
One "Ryax Warmhome" neon Control Switch - Warmhome Towel Rail
complete with Control Valv·e.
The boiler is suitable for installation
behind any normal standard 16"
open fire. It has sufficient output
for the four radiators and one towel
rail, and in addition will give an
ample supply of domestic hot water.
The cost of installation is approximately £160 / 170 complete.

Approved
Plumbing

Fitters
are

required

for

the

in-

stallatton of the new RYAX
WARMIIOME SYSTEM.

Applications should be made
immediate:y to:-

Sole Agents for the Republic of Ireland:

P. DONNELLY and

SONS~

20, Georges Quay, Dublin. Telephone 71101

Ltd.

warmer or when someone ooen a hot
water tap, the change of ~irculation
being accompanied sometimes by a
loud mmbling noise, but is not, however dangerous.
The reason why this rever al of
circulation may occur is due to the
fact that the heated water in the boiler
tend to take the shortest route to
the cylinder, and in a bungalow layout of the type mentioned , this may
well prove to be the return pipe
under the floor.
Some contractors attempt to prevent or rectify this by fitting a nonreturn or one-way valve on the pipe
going to the boiler, but this should
always be avoided as it may become
jammed with silt, etc. , and so prove
dangerous.
A much better plan is to arrange
the pipe lay-out so that the flow pipe
is, if anything, slightly shorter than
the return and that all bends on it
are of easy sweep.
Tn a system such as Fig. 2 this
shortening of the flow pipe may be
done by raising the cylinder to a
higher level.

Flat-roofed
bungalows
JN the systems already described it
was assumed that the bungalow
dyelling had a pitched roof, so allowing for easy installation of the store
tank and circulation pipes, but what
if the dwelling has a flat roof, and the
cylinder i in a bathroom on the opposite side of a hallway from the
boiler!
This is a most difficult installation
The tank
from any point of view.
could, of course, be placed on the flat
roof, but this is not good practice as
it is out in the open, and even if well
insulated, may in time, through neglect, become a potential frost victim.
From the architectural viewpoint it is
also a bad job as the tank o~ the roof
makes the building look un ightly.
It is u.sual, in most cases, to put
the tank inside and as clo e to the
ceiling as possible (allowing for ball cock repairs) .
The cylinder will have to be placed
near to it as in Fig. 3. The circulation
pipe cannot be run at ceiling level
as they would be over the water line

continued page twenty-nine
Eight
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Plumber's solder also expan:::s le s
than lead. There is very little difference between them, but it is enough
to set up damaging stresses between
sheets of lead and the solder used to
join them. This _occurs especially
where such solder JOmts are exposed
to a· wide variation in temperature
such as that between day and night
summer temperatures on a roof. The
difference in the expansion coefficients of solder and copper are
even greater.
For this reason it is
not considered good practice to use
solder to join sheets -of metal u~~d
for roof weathering.
. ·
N ottce that mercury expands a good
deal more than the other materials.
For a small change in temperature
there will be a visible change in the
1engt h of a mercury column, and this
is another reason why mercury is so
useful for measuring temperature s in
a thermometer.
Now that "plastic" materials are

October, 1961 .

TABLE A.
Lintar Coefficients oi Thermal Expansion.
Variation per unit length for one
degree temperature variation.
Material.
Fahrenheit.
!::entigrade.
Solid metal elements:
0.0000 16
0.000029
Lead
0.0000 16
0.000029
Zinc
0.000015
0.000026
Aluminium
0.0000 12
0.000021
Tin
0.000009
0.000016
Copper
0.0000063
0.000011
Iron
Solid metal mixtures or alloys:
0.000025
0.000014
Plumber's solder
0.000011
0.000006
Cast iron
0.000011
0.000006
Mild steel
Liquid metal element:
0.00005
0.00003
Mercury
Non-metal:
0.00018
0.0001
Polythene (" plastics")
over its normal working range, 40 ° F to 140° F.
Note:Superficial (area) Coefficient of expansion=Linear
Coefficient.
x 2.
Cubic (volumetric)
ditto.
=Linear Coefficient.

··:.:::::===========================~x~~3i::.= =

more widely used in plumbing, it is
worthwhile noting the comparatively - ·-

Length o( Material x Temperature x Coeiticient
'hange in Length.
(in convenient
change
of Linear
(Heated it expands
unit lengths
in
Expansion
and increases in
usually feet).
material.
ength. Cooled it
contracts and reduces in length.)
Note-Coefficient must be in same scale as the temperature chan£e o(
the material.
how
how this rule can be usefully applied to
A few examples will
plumber's work.
Example i. A copper hot water pipe. 100 feet long, is filled and tested with
water at 50°F. By how much will the length of this pipe increase
when it carries hot water a: 150°F?
The question tells you the length of the pipe, the temperature chang'.:!
to which it is sub_iect, and the temperature scale used. From Table A you
know that copper's linear coefficient of expansion i 0.000009 Fahrenheit.
Increase in length= I 00 feet x (150 ° F- 50° F) x 0.000009 Fahrenheit.
= 10000 X 0.000009
=0.09 Feet or 0.09 x 12=1.08 inches increase jn length.
Example ii. Jf the same hot water pipe is cooled from 65.5 C to IO "C how
much will it shorten or contract?
°C)
x 0.000016 Centi£rade.
Decrease in length= 100 feet x (65.5 °C-10
= 5550 X 0.000016
= 0.0888 Feet, ay 0.09 Feet or 1.08 inches decrease in
length.

Tf you refer to the temperature conversion graPh (September) you will
see that 65.5 °C and IQ °C are equivalent to 150° F and 50° F. Example ii
therefore shows that temperature change will make a material contract at
the same rate as it will expand; and that the same amount of expansion is
found in the Centigrade as in the Fahrenheit scales. of work_ing.
Example iii. A polythene waste pipe at 60 ° F recetves a dtscharge of hot
water at 120° F. If the waste pipe is I 0 feet long, how much will
this temperature increase cause it to lengthen?
Increase m length= 10 feet x (120 F-60 F) x 0.0001 Fahrenheit.
=600 X 0.001
=0.06 Feet or 0.06 x 12 = 0.72 Inches,
nearly t".

high coefficient o( expansion of polythene.
Using the coefficients given in Table
and the rule on the left, it is posstble to find out just how much a
given length of material will alter for
a given change in its temperature:
Work out how much a 10 feet long
copper waste pipe would have expanded for the same tem!Jerature rise
and you will aooreciate
-.iu-st how much
more polythene expands than C::>'Jper.
You will also realise just how important a knowledge of th::rmal
movement in materials is in the design
and fixing of pipes used to convey hot
water.

Thermal movement
of pipe work:
application
Small as these changes in material
size may appear to be, the (act remains that they are irresistable and
can exert a considerable push or oull
on anything which tends to restrain
their. movement. Unless suitable precautiOns are taken to accommodate
thermal movement in Dioework one
or other of the followi~o- troubl;s will
arise:walls.
1.
The tube will buckle or " snake''
if its ends are restra ined from
movement bv beino solidlv built
into w2.!ls. ·
"'
·
ii. If the tube is of such diameter
continued page twenty-seven
Nine
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IDEAL 'KINGSTON '

Ideal radiators: up-to-the-minute
design plus cast-iron durability.
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Choose from
131deal
towel rail
designs;
wide variety
of sizes, in
round and
hexagonal
tube.

IDEAL CLASSIC 'ELITE'

Ideal tor
small-bore
heating • ..
the 'Hotnow'
accelerator.

Ideal valves and unions. In cast
gunmetal or hot pressed brass.
Polished or chrome finishes.
Ideal Full-way (luings in copper
or brass (or pipe lines in copper.

·
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A section of the new Baxendale Showrooms at Capel Street.

BAXENDALE$ OPEN NEW
THIS MONTH
SHOWROOMS
THE

most recent innovations and BY - ---------economica l methods of domestic A. CONTRACTOR
E 0
heating will take pride of place in a _
R p RTER
new and extensive Show Room which
Baxendale & Co. Ltd., in conjunction of Mr. J. P. Murphy, General Manwith Irish Shell Ltd. , will open on ager, who for a number of years has
October 18 next at their premises in been a firm advocate of the desirability
of having a first-class show room
Capel St., Dublin .
Extensive reconstruction work has devoted to giving a comprehensive and
been in progress for the past six tangible picture of the new role
weeks transforming what until re- which modern heating can play, parcently was the Show Room of the ticularly when channelled to domestic
plumbing department into a spacious, purposes.
Baxendale's new Show Room has
glass surrounded ground floor show
piece demonstrating the latest in oil come as the culmination of Mr.
fired boilers and solid fuel boilers, as Murphy's conviction ·t hat the increaswell as displaying a wide variety of ing tendency of builders to incorportools of particular interest to the ate central beating in new housing
heating and plumbing trades, electrical schemes is indicative of an already
goods, sanitary equipment, and iron- available l'u.crative market- a market
which
will
become
even
mongery.
widespread
as
an
ever
This latest addition , which brings more
of
ordinary
increasing
number
Baxendale's total of Show Rooms to
six, has been made at the instigation people come to the realisation that the

installation and running costs of moder? ?omestic central heating are well
w1thm the financial resources of the
average householder.

Under dir ection
~ planning and organisation of

the Show Room has been under
the direction of Mr. P. O'Kelly formerly of Baxendale's Ironmo~gery
Department, and now head of the
heating section of the Plumbing Department, who has spent a considerable period studying the technical
aspects of this new branch.
Mr .. S. Kiernan, Manager of the
Plun:bmg Department, bas also given
~onsJderable assistance in the designmg and planning necessitated by the
new venture.
The ground floor show room will
continued page thirteen
Eleven
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-the name you have learned to depend upon
-INTRODUCE THE LATEST, MOST ECONOMICAL ADVANCE

IN CENTRAL HEATING

'' BEAN CO'' HOME HEATING
SOLID

FUEL

C.W. Feed Tanks

Other Central Heating
Systems available from
Baxendale:
The Beanco home heating unit with small bore piping can be
readily and economically installed in existing houses or houses under construction. By suitable placing of the radiators, efficient background heating
for the whole house- including hot bath water and heated lowe! rail-ca n
be provided. The radiators are in handsome contemporary style designed
to blend with modern decor. Note these other Beanco features:

Rcdfryc Centromatlc Vapouri~
ing Oil- Fired Boilers
fully
automatic.

G Special extra large back boiler and
vitreous enamel slow-burning fire.

PaulomatiC Vapouril;ing
Ft rC'd Boilers.

•

4 Radiators with screw-on brackets.

•

1 C.P. Towel Rail.

e

1 Circulating Pump.

Wilson Vapourising and J et
f u I I y automatic
Oil- Fir~d
Boilers.

AND IN ADDITION

OJ!-

•

10 Easy Clean Radiator Valves.

e
e

30 Gall Ind1rect Cylinder.

watts Gravity Fred Solid Fuel
Boilers.

10 Gall Heating System Feed Tank
with ball cock and ball.

Trlanco Gravity
Fuel Boilers.

BAXENDALE &CO. LTD.

Fe c d

Solid

PLUMBERS MERCHANTS
BUILDERS PROVIDERS

715 Capel Street, Dublin. Telephone 76711 (12 lines).
AD MAR

1 welve
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be officially opened by "Mrs. 1970,"
and Baxendale's have issued a cordial
invitation to all connected with and
interested in the trade to go along and
inspect the numerous exhibits and witness the demonstrations o( the oil
fired boilers. The date is October 18
and the time- 6 p.m., for the opening ceremony at 6.30 p.m.
Light refreshments will be served.
With the emphasis on central heating, a complete section has been
devoted entirely to it- it is of interest
to note that amon,2 the oil fired
boilers on view will be:e REDFYRE,
e CENTROMATIC,
e WlLSON,
e PAULOMATIC,
e JANITOR.
A number of solid fuel boilers on
display will include:
e WATTS,
e TRIANCO,
e IDEAL,
e CRANE,
e AMANDA.
Several of the oil fired boilers will
be kept in continual operation, which
will have the dual advantage of demonstration, and provision of a warm
even temperatu.re, ensuring the com-

October, 1961.

/rom page eleven

"MRS.
NO1970'' TO PE
NEW SHOWROOMS
fort of the general public, who ~ill
at all times be most welcome to 111spect the Show Room.

system consists of a special back
boiler and vitreous enamel slow burning fire; four radiators with screw-on
brackets; one C.P. towel rail and one
circulating pump.
In addition there
are ten easy clean radiator valves;
more than ordinary interest to 30-gallon indirect cylinder and I0visitors to the Show Room will gallon heating system feed tank with
be the new "Beanco Home Heating cock and ball.
Unit," which has just been released on
The unit provides very satisfactory
the I rish Market.
backgrou.nd heating in .the home. The
It has been accurate ly de cribed as radiators may be fitted where desired,
an econom ical method of warm ing a for example-one in the hal l, one in
home, and ensuring that it is com- the lounge or sittingroom, and one in
fortable and damp free. Baxendale's, each of the two main bedrooms, the
and in particular Mr. P. O'Kelly of towel rail being fitted in the baththe heating section of the plumbing room, thus distributing extra heat
department, would appreciate the op- throughout the home.
portunity of discussing details, and
In a standard house the back boiler,
answering enquiries from members of usually fitted in the living room, has
the trade about the new system, when a heating capacity only sufficient to
they attend the opening of the Show provide domestic hot water, whereas,
Room.
continued overleaf
Th is efficient and open-fire heating

QF

N ew u n it

------------------~------------------------------

AREDFYRE CENTRAMATIC

FULLY AUTOMATIC OIL-FIRED BOILER FOR EVERY HOUSE

--

Now, whatever size your house, there's a
Redfyre Centramatic to kee p it warm and
comfortable completely automaticallyand to provide any amount of steaming
hot water as well. All Centramatics have
electric ignition to ensure maxim um fuel
economy. And the Centramatics 35 and
50 fit beautifully into modern kitchens.
Redfyre Centramatic 35 (35,000 B.Th.U's/
hr.) for the smaller type houses.
Redfyre Centramatic 50 (50,000 B.Th.U's/
hr) for 3 or 4 bedroomed houses.
Redfyre Centramatic 80 (80,000 B.Th.U's/
hr) for larger houses still.
See t he C e n tramatics i n Dubli n at
Baxendale's new H eati ng a nd S a nitary
Wa re sh owr oo m.

NEWTON

CHAMBERS

and Company Limited
Redfyre Products Thorncliffe Sheffield

Thirteen
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The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor .
• Mr. Dermot Luke (extreme right) shows
the new heater to a group of traders.

THERMODARE
INTRODUCE
NEW HEATER
THE

latest addition 10 the Thermodare home heating plan is a new
and revolutionary heater specifically
designed to meet the requ irements of
domestic central heating. Launched
on the export market with great
success last March, Model D. 25, pictured here, is now available in Jreland, and can boast of two unique
"firsts "-it being the first and only
storage heater with thermostatic control, and also the first and only storage
heater with a built-in thermal link.
The basis on which the new heater
has been built is the domestic storage
system, which uses electricity mainly
du.ring the night at specially low
" off-peak" rates to produce heat
which by new methods of storage and
release radiates a comfortable overall
warmth in every room throughout the
twenty-four period.
The new Thermodare heater has
five selected comfort positions as wel l
as a positive off-switch on the control

knob. Once the regulator has been
set to give the required comfort conditions, no further adjustment is necessary.
The heater is fitted with a
safety thermal link which will fuse if
any accidental overheating takes
place.
Available in two-tone finish of
either fawn and light grey or dark
brown and light grey, Model D.25 has
a loading of 2.5 Kws. Its dimensions
are 23" x 12" x 31".

Designed and manufactured by
Unidare Ltd., Finglas, Dublin, the new
heater is selling at £17 15s. Od.
The heater, which meets fu ll y the
requirements of the Clean Air Act and
is easily transferable .from one house
to another, was recently introdu.ced to
electrical and heating contractors at a
reception in Unidare by Mr. Dermot
Luke, Manager, Heating Division,
Unidare Ltd., and attended by Mr. P.
H. Greer, General Ma nager.

from previous page

IS THE TRIANCO

Bax endale
showrooms
the special back boiler supplied with
the Beanco Home Heat Unit is very
much larger than the standard back
boiler, and this extra capacity is
sufficient to provide the heat necessary
to warm the radiators, thus using heat
that would otherwise escape up the
ch imney.
Incorporated in the unit, which may
be fitted in an existing home or in a
house in the course of construction, is
the Redfyre Bacboiler No. 4A, with
60 C.B. fire. And Baxendale's are
also in a position to supply equ ipment
to provide full central heating-fully
automatic boilers either solid fuel or
oil operated-of the most modern
type.
Fo urteen
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EFFICIENCY RATING SO
OUTSTANDINGLY
The cost of a boiler can never be measured in terms of
initial outlay-it is how much it costs to operate and how
efficiently it does its job that counts in the long run. This
is whv so many plumbers and heating engineers recommend
the installation of a Trianco Boiler . . . they know it provides automatically controlled heating with the greatest
efficiency and economy. Trianc 0 Engineers have perfected
a heat exchange attaining peak efficiency with either solid
fuel or oil. This means low operating costs, plus years of
trouble free service.
-

HIGH?

••

Trianco Solid Fuel Boilers from 50,000 B.t.u. to 2 million
B.t.u. Trianco Oil Fired Boilers from 100,000 B.t.u. to 3
million B.t.u.
TRIANCO LTD.,
Imber Court,
East 1\Iolesey, Surre).

THIANCO

'l'he Trianco 0/100/1
Oil Fin•d Domestic
B o i I e r or 100,000
B.t.u.s. capacity.

-

For further details contact our area agents: ME SRS. BAXENDALE & CO. LTD., Dublin.
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We chose Wavin PVC ...
AT CASTLEFORBES WORKS
Castleforbes Works had a problem! A highly corrosive
chemical, used in their modern manufacturing process
in Dublin made very short work of conventional pipes.
This could mean frequent renewal of the pipe-lines,
with consequent loss of production and the risk of
dangerous bursts- but they chose Wavin PVC because
Wavin PVC Pipes are immune to chemical attack. They
are also inexpensive and easy to instal, with a complete
range of PVC fittings. And they solved their problem
efficiently and cheaply.
If you have a problem in pipework, why not consult
Wavin-the pioneers of PVC in Ireland.

WAVIN PIPES LIMITED
ClAN PARK, DRUMCONDRA, DUBLIN 9

Telephone: 48000 or 373614/6

Warmth in every corner of the room . . .
when you install Vectair 45. Your customers will
thank you for introducing them to this unique
Convector and here's why:-

G~OUP Or C

o-~,~

~

• Attractive contemporary appearance .
• Superior heat distribution and air movement
at a price comparable with an ordinary radiator.

• Occupies Jess space than an

ordinary radiator due to high capacity element. • Rapid warm-up but no danger of
burns.

• Cabinets removeable for protection during decoration, and for access to

elements.

• Cleaning only requires a wipe with a damp cloth -

Quad rant Engineers

no dust traps.

6 Mount Street Crescent, Dublin, 2.
Agents for F. H. Biddle Ltd., London.
Fifteen
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The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor.
e Pictured at HEV AC by a Contractor cameraman . . . . Full product picture report next month.

HEVAC
EXHIBITION
OPENED
AT OLYMPIA
R . C. ]. ATKINS, M.I. Plant E.,
M
Chairman of the Jirst International
H ea ting, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Exhibition, told a press conference
at Olympia, London. last month that
the exhibition opened at a moment
when our industry is reaching unprede·nted production achievements and at
a time when the importance of a clean
atmosphere to public health is in the
news,
There was an impor tant fact that
should be emphasised. llEVAC would
show not only that t quij,mt nt usually
associated with the title but aloo that
concl•rned with industrial air tn-auncnt
and handling such as filtration, dust,
grit, fume collectipn and mechanical
draught, and a:t ancillary <·quq;m(' nt
app lied to the wider industrial ll eld.
J IEVAC was therefor(' dlr( ·ctly concerned not only wich hea ting, ventilation
and a ir conditioning f1 om thr comfort
aspect but also with improvemwt of
working cond itions .in factories, clean air
and atmospheric pollution.
The exhibition would show vital ne"
technical advances, particularly in ftJl•l
economy, which significan dy afTLct the
basic economy of the "hole countryhelping both the suburban hous<" 1lc who
is concerned with reducing her fuel bills
and the indu strialist who has the same
a n xieties but jn a much bigger way.
"As I have mentioned,'' said Mr.
Atkins, "the g1eater part o[ our
busin<.Gs is in industrial ('qu ipm ·nt and
it must be realised that almost every
product that comes on the market, from
aspirins to atomic power stations, require
air treatment equipment of some sort
such as heating, cool in g. filtering. drying
or humidifying in th · manu tar turi ng
process itseH.
The mon· mod<·rn tlw
process, the greater th<· m·<·d and the
pace is ever increas ing .''

e Mr. R. Brown (left), Sales Manager, British Steam Specialities Ltd.,
Leicester, discussing the new Ventalarm Tank Fill Signal D evice, at the first
lnt emational Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Exhibition at Olympia,
London, with Mr. Charles Fitzsimmons, Manager, London Branch, which caters
for the Irish market. Mr. Fitzsimmons is a former manager of the firm's Dublin
Branch.

)
e Messrs. A. Nocton, London Director, and G. llan son, Technical
"
heating valve with Mr. W. H. Leech (left)
Manager, discussing the "D el-Flo
who is the Irish representative for Hattersley (Ormskirk Ltd.), at Olympia.

e Mr. Pat Noone (left), Jl eatovent
Ltd., Irish agents for Trianco Ltd., with
Mr. J. Hussey , of Thomas H eiton and
Co. Ltd., Dublin, inspecting one of the
solid fu el boilers from the Trian co
range of Solid fuel and oil fired boilers
on view at the Hevac Exhibition.
Sixteen
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FROM HANS GROHE

*
*

Pop-Up Bath Wastes
and Overflows
Traps and Wastes of
all sorts

* Showers

and other
Bathroom Accessories

HANS GROHE, KG., SCHILTACH,
SCWARZALD, WESTERN GERMANY.

*

NORMAN STEWART
CENTRAL HOTEL CHAMBERS,

M. A. Boylan Limited
50a. Harcourt Street, Dublin.
.L'elephone: 52397, 54485 and 51787

Armaturenfabrik,
Ilemer/Westf, and
Grohe Thermostat
GMBH,

Telephone: 73086.

Thermal Insulation

A subsidiary of Tho Cape Allbeatos Company Ltd..

FRIEDRICH
GROHE,

-LTD.-

DAME COURT, DUBLIN.
Detailed information is available from
our Irish Representatives:-

Also Agents
in Ireland for:

Lahr/Schwarzw.

We are the foremost insula.ti.o:a.
specialists in the country with
many important insulation
contracts to our credit. The huge
Oil Refinery at Wbitegate and
the Derrinlough Briquette factory
are recent examples. If you have
any heat-loss problem, discuss
it with our highly experienced
technical staff. Our recommendations are offered free and
without obligation.
Sole agents and stockists tor:
'Rocksil' rock wool
Rigid Sections
Flexible Sections
Blankets
Mattresses (wire-mesh- backed)
Loose Wool
'Caposite' amosite asbestos
moulded blocks and pipe sections
Also full range ot plastic materials
and hard-setting compositions.

Seventeen
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mrAinsWerE!dl; !tWmnmew .1 ;;
Several of our clients

h ave

suffered costly renewal of furred up
and burned

out heat

exchanger

units of their gas water heaters. We
wonder if it is possible to offer some
kind of maintenance descalent service.

Your

comments

would

be

appreciated.

THE plumber can

undertake chemical descalin& of scaled gas water
heat exchangers without a great deal
of trouble. The ou.ter casing of the
appliance is removed to reveal the
tubed heater body. At the to9 end
of this is the finned heal exchanger
where the greatest heat transfer from
fuel to water occurs and therefore the
most stubborn scale deposits will be
found.
Reference to the appliance
maker's maintenance instruction manual will be a useful guide to this
dismantling procedure though not
essential if one proceeds with care
and in a systematic manner.
Disconnection of the unions to the
inlet and outlet water pipes will, in
most makes of appliance, enable the
removal of the heater body from the
appliance.
Transferring the heater body to a
convenient working place, the unioned
return bends are disconnected from
the finned element. The entire body
is then tu.rned upside down into a
plastic bowl containing the chemical
descalent. The quantity of descalent
should be just sufficient to cover the
fin~ of the heat exchanger when
The descalent can then
immersed.
attack the scale through the tubes
from which the return bends have
been removed. The secondary heating tubes which soiral down the outside of the body- can be treated by
pouring descalent from the bowl into
the tube ends so that it gravitates
through them back into the bowl..
The return bends are simply treated

by immersion in the bowl of descalent.
A useful and effective descalent can
be made from a 5 to I dilution of
water and commercial hydrochloric
acid (Spirits of Salts). Vigorous effervescence will occu.r at first when the
descalent contacts the lime deoosit in
the tubes. This is the custom-ary reaction of the acid with the alkaline
scale.
When effervescence ceases,
either the acid descalent will have
become neutralised and will need replacing with fresh, or if the tubes
have been cleared, then the stopping
of the bubbling will indicate that all
lime deposits have been dissolved.
A thorough hose rinse with clean
fresh running water will remove all
traces of the corrosive descalent. The
return bends can be reolaced to the
heater and it can be refixed into the
appliance.
Care is essential to avoid S9illing of
the acid on to floors, walls, furnishings, or clothing. It is wise to undertake this job out of doors if at all
possible.
Prevention is better than cure
and in districts where the water supply
has a high Temporary Hardness figure
a water softener can be recommended
to give immediate comfort and economic improvement for water users
and immunity from scaled heating appliance troubles.
Although iJ. can be shown that
water softeners offer remarkable savings in soap, beverage, and fu.:!l consumptions, it is not the easiest thing
to convince all clients of this.
Scale reducers of the chemical type
offer a simple, cheap and effective
preventive of furring troubles in water
heaters of this kind.
Ea ily fitted into the cold water feed
to the heater, the scale reducer which
contains a cartridge of S~dium
hexametaphosphate, will so affect the
character of the scale as it forms that
it will not adhere to the heater tubes

Each month this column will solve some
of the everyday problems of
the plumbing and heating engineer when
our consultants deal with queries
directed to "Questions
Answered." All queries will
be replied to and the
most interesting published.
and so create blockage or reduced
he.at transfer. Technically, it may be
sa1d that the scale reducer affects the
~olecular lattice structure of the preCipitated scale.
Mora simoly one
might say that the scale- r~ducer
causes the tiny particles of fu.rr to be
rounded instead of rough and irregular
i~ shape. . Being rounded, the particles of lime do not stick together to
form a hard mass but are flushed
through the appliance as it is used.
After a period of use which will depend upon the hardness of the water,
the amount of water used and the
temperature to which it is heated
the reducer cartridge will need re~
newal. A period of abou.t ix months
appears a sound general rule.
The
cartridge length is about five inches
and it is fitted into the reducer body
simply by unscrewing an end cap.
removing the exhausted cartridge and
replacing it with a new one.

*
The question 'Where shall I fit
the safety valve? ' caused a heated
argument on one of our jobs. Some
said 'on the boiler' others 'on the
flow pipe' . Since no real agreement
was reached can we have your views
please?

THE

function of a £afe1y valve
is to relieve any pressure within
the system greater than that for which
it is designed to withstand. Domestic
hot water systems of the boilercylinder, or similar types are subject
to water pressures cau.sed by the
head of water in the cold feed cistern
above any point of consideration
below. At roughly half a pound per
sq. in. for each foot head a boiler

Eighteen
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from previous page
situated some 16 feet below the water
level in the feed cistern will be subject to a pressure of about eight
pounds per sq. in.
The same applies to L.P.H.W. central heating systems but stnce water
is not cont inuous ly drawn from t .1es::
and replaced by I resh water bearing
hardnes form :n!l s:~lts of calcium cr
magnesium, " furring" o[ the boiler
and partial blockages of circula:ory
pipework-the most f re'!uent cause of
excess pressure in boilers is avo:ded
and the safety valve is seldom, if ever,
called upon .t o relieve excess pressures.
D irect D.H.W. systems op~ratcd in
temporary hard water districts are qr."te
a different kettle of fish. If the wat~r
is overheated p:rsistent ly or if used in
copious amounts, excessive "furring"
may be expectod. Not only will the
"furr' settle on all horizontal lodgments in the boiler and so reduce the
water capacity of the bo.ler and hence
its water heating capacity, th~ "furr"
will adhere to the boiler walls and so
insulate the water content from these
hot boiler walls and thus reduc_ the
heat transfer from fire to water with
serious loss in thermal efficiency and
consequent wasteful increase in fuel
consumption.
" Furr" blocka: e of
circu latory pipework will retard the
flow of water around the system. This
aggravates the condition with :n the
boiler because the slow moving water
is bound to overheat and this leads to
increased " furr" d3oosition in the
boiler.
Jn really se-vere cas:s the
boiler plates will become so heavily
coated that cooling water con:act is
so reduced by the "furr" coatin~ that
the boiler metal just burns away.
If the flow pipe develops a partial
blockage boiler pressure will rise but
not so much as when a complete
blockage eventually occurs.
At this
stage one relies upon th~ reli:f action
of the safety valve and where it is
placed in the system relative to the
boiler has a bearing on how effective
it can be.
Pressure on an enclosed volume of
water (as for example in a boiler
connected to a blocked flow pipe) is
transmitted equ.ally and un::liminished
in all directions. Therefore, any excess pressure in a boiler tends to
exert itself up the return pip:: wtth
virtually the same force as it ten d s to
ush its way up the flow pip:.
P
Suppose a safety valve has been
fitted on a flow oioc some distance
beyond the first be~d off the boiler.
If this first bend gets blocked with
"furr" the safety valve will be in-
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In Reply . . .
Last month, in a letter
Killincy, pointed out that in
water pipe condensation, \\e
vapour barriers."
In reply

to the Editor, Mr. J . C. Parr)-Jones, of
a "Questions Answered" feature on cold
made no mention of the "correct use of
our consultant had this to ~ay:-

Mr. Parry-Jones' discerning and helpful observation regarding the importance of suitable vapour barrier incorporation with insulant antidotes is
grarefully acknowledged.
The term 'vapour barrier' was
avoided in the reply to the question on
this problem of condensation on cold
warer pipes because it is not commonly
used by the trades. The reply as given

did refer the reader to other articles
which appeared or had appeared in the
Joumal. These did point out rhe need
for care to avoid moisture penetration
of insulants (page 6 Aug. issue and
page 19 July issue). It was considered,
as Mr. Perry-Jones has demonstrated,
that readers would thereby realise the
need for some over-wrap to prevent
undue absorbtion resulting in deep
seated condensation.

operative since the pressures being
generated within the boiler cannot pass
the blockage to relieve themselves at
the valve.
"Purr" deposits increase in volume
the more water is heated.
The
hottest water in the system will be
found' at the top of the boiler. Therefore, to place a safety valve on top
of the boiler is to invite blockage of
the valve waterways and again it
might become inoperative.
The return pipe of a domestic
H.W. system is frequently flushed as
cold water fa!Js into the system to re-

place the hot water drawn off. The
return pipe is generally a good deal
cooler than the boiler top or the flow
pipe and for this reason is less liable
to " furr " deposit. It f0llows, therefore, and experience of boiler cleaning
and flow and retu.rn pipe inspections
will bear this out, the return pip::
seldom blocks with "furr" and is
most likely to present a pres ure
relief route.
We submit, therefore, that the best
place for the relief valve is on the
return pipe and as close to the boiler
as possible.

Instantaneous HOT
WATER from steamwithout storage
Cox Steam and Water Mixers deliver from
50 to 2<1,000 gallons per hour.
They operate with the highest efficiency at all pressures.
Silent, efficient, compact and easy to install, 1 eplacir.J
bulky and costly calorifiers.
MODELS:
(1) BABY COX O"l for wash-basins, sinks. etc.
(2) JUNIOR COX 1-5 C"-2") for process work, vats
and general purposes.
(3) SENIOR· COX (2f'-8"l for large volumes of hot
water for process hot water supplies.
NO TIME LAG - NO STORAGE - NO STEAM TRAPS
NO LOSS OF CONDENSATION - NO MOVING
PARTS '1'0 GO WRONG

**
*

COX WATER

HEATER~-

Manufactured by cox ENGINEERING co.
LTD., Dept. IP.I .. 14 Park Lane, Sl1effield, 10.
Tel.: 62483.

Telegrams: "Heaters Sheffield"

#

~

7' - - - - - - - -\;,
~

(

.\gents:

Halpin & Hayward Ltd ., Unity Buildings, 16-17 Lower O'Connell st., DUBLIN. Tel. 43270 .
Hectford Buildings, 7 Bedford St., BELFAST. Tel. 26343.
_
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Trust · ·

'

VOKES
-

,,.;....• ...

K.600 KOMPAKS to clear the a1r•
P·erfected by years of research and
development in the Vokes laboratories and in the field,, the K.600
· Kompak' air conditioning filter is
the most efficient as well as the most
widely used of its type. Features
which have led to its popularity include long life, reliability and extreme ease of maintenance.
Efficient air conditioning filters are
essential in the provision of clean

air inside buildings of all kinds.
Impurities in the air supplied to
factories can cause contamination of
Products or damage to valuable
plant; in public buildings unfiltered
air shortens the life of furnishings
6 nd
decorations.
V o k e s K.600
'Kompaks' are installed in the air
conditioning systems of large commercial and industrial office blocks,
factories and engine test houses,
public libraries and picture galleries,
hotels and cinemas, concert halls,
hospitals, multiple stores and establishments for scientific, pharmaceutical and photographic research
and processing.
*You can trust K 600 'Kompak'
because like all Vokes air filters it is
fully tested in accordance with BSS.
2831.

SOLE AGENTS IN IRELAND:

THE

LEINSTER

:Simply constructed and nsing an ine.\pensire, easily retJlaced filter medium,
the K·.600 'Kompak' has a normal ratmg of 600 cubic teet per minute with
an initial resistance of 0.1:3 inches w.g. 1.'he actual velocity of the a ir
I>assing through the developed area of the filter is only 22.5 feet per minute.
'!'estell in a<·torclance with BSS.2831, using highly penetrating test dusts.
the 'J\:omi>ak' 1·ecorded an effltiency of 95% against Alox ite 50, and 93%
against Aloxite 22.3. Write now for comprehensive literature on the
'1\:omi>ak' and 'Vokes' other a ir filters to:

ENGINEERING

158-J 59 CHURCH S'l'REET, DUBLIN.

'Phone 77093/4.

co.

LTD.

What the installation of the modei"(JX" can mean in
the modern home.

*

Easily adjustable. Suitable for fully automatic air temperature control.
No fuel storing, no fumes or noise.
No ftues or chimneys required.
The ideal electric unit for converting existing low pressure
hot water central heating systems to automatic electric
operation.
Suitable loadings are available for all domestic purposes.
Dimensions of largest model only 7" high x 41" long.
Full particulars.

***

**

SANTON LTD.
NEWPORT
MON.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss7/1
Sole Eire Agent: Charles Nolan & Co., 2 Parker Hill, Lower Rathmines Road, Dublin.
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T h e t a bulated figures below are a revision of those which appeared in the June
issue in connection wLh tlle second insta lment of "Plastics in P lumbing." T h e
revised table contains a number of al teration s which should be carefully noted.

DETAI LS OF PIPE SIZES IN ACCO R DANCE WITH L.G .D . PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION- JUNE, 1958.
CLASS o;--- - CLASs C.
CLASS B.
Nom..i.n al
I
Size of
Internal
Wall
\ I n ternal
In ternal
Wall
Wall
P ipe.
Diameter .
Thickness.
Diameter.
Thicknesa.
Diameter.
Thickness.
Ins.

Ins.

I n s.

i"
1"

2

i''

ll"
1"

It"
1 I''

"

2"
2 ,,)I'
3"
31"
2
4"
4r'
5"
6"

.090
.106
.126
.142
.153
.173
.197
.224

2.30
2.74
3.29
3.65
4.02
4.57
5.12
5.85

Ins.

Ins.

0.04
0.045
0.055
0.065
0.085
0.105
0.12

0.39
0.54
0.68
0.85
1.09
1.36
1.73

.126
.153
.181
.200
.224
.252
.283
.323

2.23
2.64
3.18
3.53
3.88
4.41
4,94
5.65

CLASS " B "-Suitable for ·working Pressure of 87 p o unus p er

Ins.

Ins.

.165
.197
.236
.260
.287
.326
.365
.417

2.15
2.56
3.07
3.42
3.76
4.27
4.78
5.46

square in ch.

CLASS "C ''-Suitable for Working Proe56Urc of 130 pounds p er square inch .

.-

CLASS "D "-Suitable for Working Pressure of 173 pound

per square inch.
---·-··-

BREAKTHROUGH!
At last the Insulation with the Waterprool Cover!

'THERMALAINE'
FOR THE INSULATION
P
OF PI ING IN DUCTS, ROO
F SPACES, WALLCHASES, OUTD OORS.
Consulting En gineers who specify it can be sure that
come dampness or flood the insulation will remain
good.
Contractin g P lum bing an d Central IIeatinJr E n gineers
who use it will get a first-class waterproofed insulation
at low prices that can be applied with speed, eliminating one stage of the usual lagging process, thereby
cutting labour costs to the absolute minimum.

Clients will like it because it is clean and easy to
handle, being supplied to fit the Bore of the Piping
bemg covered, therefore eliminating dirt around the
site.
Workmen will like it because the waterproof cover
does away with the discomfort that goes with the
handlmg of the usual insulating materials.

*

I

Considering this. material does away with one
stage of the laggmg process, the cost is remark- 1
ably low and compares very favourably with other 1
popular materials.

________j

McAULEY & CUNNINGHAM
9 Pearse Buildings, 23-25 Pearse Street, Dublin. Telephone 74652.
Twenty-one
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from America comes news of a

NEW CENTRIFUGAL HEAT PUMP
W

HAT is claimed to be '·the
world's first centrifugal heat
pump using outside air as a source
of heat in winter," has been ou.t into
operation at the Masland Du;aleather
Co.'s new £300,000 plant in North
Carolina.
Russell Gray, President of Carrier
Air Conditioning Co., which built the
equipment, said the new system has a
cooling capacity of 280 tons.
He
predicted the installation would mark
the start of a trend toward far greater
use of outside air-source heat pump
equipment in large buildings as a
means of reducing heating and cooling costs.
Gray noted that, prior to the installation at Masland Duraleather,
large capacity air-source heat pumps
used a number of reciprocating uJJits
or a comb ination of reciprocating and
centrifugal compressors.
This installation uses only centrifugal units.
Gray said the operating cost of the
Masland system is exp~cted to be only
half as high as that for a conventional
system with separate heating and cooling plants.
The new system for the 140,000 sq.
ft. plant consists of two electricallydriven centrifugal chillers. The larger
unit has a cooling capacity of 200 tons,
the other provides 80 tons' cooling

capacity for process chilling.
"In summer, the larger mach:n~s
remove heat from interior spacEs
and transfers it to the outside through
a cooling tower," it was explained.
"In winter the cyciCI is revers~d.
Heat from cold outside air will be
extracted as the air is pulled through
a large coil containing antifreeze.
Heat from a process load obtJined
by the smaller chiller will supplement

the winter heating system as an economy measure.
"During the plant's two-shift operntions, conditions of 80° and SO%
relative hUJ11idity in summer and 72 °
in winter will be maintained."
Heat and cold will b:! transported
in a closed wat~r-pipin~ circuit b~
tween the heat pump and air conditioning equipment spac~d about th:::
building, he said.

Sell
ELECTRIC
WATER HEATING
You have plenty of support when you suggest ELECTRIC
water heating to your customers.

A large scale advertising

NEWTON CHAMBERS
SHOW NEW BOILER

campaign is helping to convince the public that electric

be shown for the first time at
the London Building Exhibition
by Newton Chambers & Co., Thorncliffe, Sheffield, are the new fully
automatic oil-fired central heating
boilers-the Redfyre Centramatic 35,
one of the 1961 Design Centre Award
winners, and the Redfyre Centramatic
50 Series ll. (Contractor, July).
The Series 11. which is just on the
market, is in size and shape an exact
replica of the Centramatic 50, which
was the first oil-fired boiler designed
to standard kitchen equipment size
(36 ins. high, 24 ins. wide, and 21 ins.
deep).
Completely insulated, the
Centramatic 50 Series II. may be
safely installed between other kitchen
units, and provides an additional
working surface of 504 inches. Irish
Agents: Baxendale & Co. Ltd., Capel
St., Dublin.

appliances enables you to provide the ideal system for

TO

Twenty-two
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water heating is the best, and a full range of water heating
every home.
There are electric water heating systems available to suit
every home, every family.

Sell electric water heating all-

year-round and your're selling a wonderful service.

Electric

water heating
is handier !
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Increasingly the plumber uses plastics in his day-to-day work and this series of
articles propose to deal thoroughly with their applications to the trade.

PLASTICS IN PLUMBING

fN

the last article of this series we
dealt with the type of joints
generally in use for both small and
large bore hard PVC pipes, and for
ll
the small bore polythene pipes.
is now proposed to say something on
the question of the laying of watermains and then the connection of
service pipes to them.

Laying of hard PVC
water mains
Excavation:
The extremely light weight of hard
PVC pipes and fittings and the
methods of jointing them advocated

By

D. C. COYLE
M.E., M.I.C.E.I.
M.I.P.H.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.W.E.'''

holes.
They should be prevented
from coming in contact with such
fixtures by means of a layer of 3" or
more of soft material.

Backfilling.
The backfilling of the trench should
be carried out in the normal way used
for pipes of other materials-a layer
of 6" to 9" of the softest material
from the excavation being placed over
the pipes in the first instance and
rammed down well on either side of
them. Care should be taken to ensure that no boulders or hard objects
are dropped onto the pipes in the
trench.
Where pipes are connected to valves,
teepieces, or are otherwise rigidly held,
care must be taken to consolidate the
backfill under and around the pipes,
so that they are fully supported and
not subject to loading due to settlement of the filling over or under the
pipe. The use of machinery for
backfilling the trench, other than the
initial layer of soft material, is quite
in order.

by Wavin Pipes Limited make it
possible to use a narrower trenc~ .than
that required for pipes of traditional
materials. It should be noted especially that no joint holes are necessary
other than at ooints where valves or
Valves and
hydrants are -required on the line.
hydrants
Very considerable savmgs 1~ the cost
of excavation can be ellected by
valves and hydrants tees in the
using a narrow bucket on the expipeline must be ng1dly held or
cavator. The cost of reinstatement IS fixed in position, so that no bending
a lso greatly reduced due to the nar- or twisting of the pipes occurs when
rower trench.
the valve is either opened or shut.
The usual precaution
must be This anchoring may be accomplished
observed in the preparation of the bed by means of a mass of concrete covof the trench. The bed or bottom of ering part of the metal castmg and
the trench should be free from points well rammed between it and the side
of rock, stones or other hard and of the trench or valve chamber. Such
sharp objects. Where the pipe must concrete should not be allowed to inbe laid through rocks, it should be terfere in any way with the bolting
placed on a bed of fine mater~al at of connections to the valve or teeleast 3" thick and surrounded w1th at
piece.
least a similar thickness of fine
Where valves and hydrants are enmaterial. Hard PVC pipes should not closed in chambers ,it may be possible
be laid in direct contact with other to support the valve or hydrant by
pipes or rigid structures such as man- strutting it from the walls of the
chamber.
Where the pipelines pass
*Technical Manager, Wavin
through the wall of the valve or
hydrant chamber, it should be rurPipes Limited, Dublin.

ALL
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PART
FOUR

rounded with a layer of felt or other
material.
Anchoring of Bends.
All bends on the line of a watermain must be adequately anchored to
resist the thrust due to the pressure
of the water in the pipe. Jt is desirable therefore that the trench should
be kept narrow at bends and not
allowed to become a large and irregular hole.
The actual anchoring
may then be accomplished by means
of a mass of concrete under and
around the pipe and between it and
the side of the trench on the outside
of the bend.
The pipes on either
side of the concrete must be supported on well rammed material,
otherwise, differential settlement of
the bend and the filling material over
the pipe wilL place undue stress on
the pipe at the point where it leaves
the concrete.

Testing of
pipelines
testing hard PVC pipelines,
W HEN
the blank ends of the mains
must be braced in the usual way to
prevent pulling or opening of the
joints when the pipe is being subjected to the water pressure test. This
applies especially to joints of the
shrink type, which whilst they are able
to withstand considerable longtitudinal pull, will nevertheless move or
open if the end of the pipeline is not
rigidly braced.
The test pressure should be applied
in the usual way and to the limits set
down by the Specification. It is usual to
test pipelines to 1t to 2 times the
working pressure, for the particular
class of pipe being used.
The details set out above show that
the laying of hard PVC watermains
does not involve any special precautions, other than those taken when
laying a pipe of cast iron or asbestos
cement. The ease of handling of the
very light hard PVC pipe results, of

continued page twenty-five
Twenty-three
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FYFFES MAKE THE FITTINGS
THAT DO YOUR JOBS JUSTICE

r

, ~

INSTANTOR
the most efficient joints
in the world, keep your
contracts watertight.

ENDEX

capillary fittings for
small bore central heating are efficiellt,
neat and cheaper to install.

------------, 1~

See the FYFFE range of
plumbers brassware at your stockists to-day. All patterns
can be §upylied polished or chromium plated. SPECIAL
FITIJNGS MADE TO ORDER.

It pays to keep to the
FYFFE lines.

~

~

I FYFFE COUPLINGS (ireland) LTD. I

~

53

INSTANTOR WORKS, JAMES'S ST., DUBLIN

cJj
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PLASTICS IN PLUMBING
course, in very much reduced transport cost and ease of handling on
stte. The cost of transoorting pipe to
the site is approximately one quart~r
or less the equivalent cost for cast
iron pipe.

and cut a hole of the required
size in the hard PVC pip:!, using
a carpent::r's brace and a tank
cutter-or an ordinary wing type
cutter.
Remove all burrs from
the edges of the hole by means
of a knife or file.

Installation of hard
PVC service pipes

(2) Place the top and bottom sections
of the sadd le on the mainmaking sure that the tapers, on
either side of each item, face in
the same direction. Ensure that
the outlet in the saddle bo s is
accurately positioned over the
hole in the pipe. Then with the
sadd le bottom directly under the
top section slide the wedges into
place on either side of the saddle.

For connection of the s::rvice pip::
to the watermain, some form of tapping sadd le or strengthening ring
around the pipe is required.
Owing
to the thin wall of the PVC watermain it is not oossible to screw
ferrules directly into the hole tapped
in the wall of the pipe. A procedure
somewhat similar to that used when
making connections to asbestos cement pipes is necessary.
For the making of service connections to hard PVC watermains a number of saddle connections have been
The most outstanding of
proposed.
these is the WAVlN PATENT ALL
HARD PVC SADDLE.

Hard PVC tapping
saddle

procedure in makin~ a. connection to a dry mam ts as
follows:(!) Mark on the top of the main the
position of the proposed tapping

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1961

The water may now pass freely
from the main to the service pipe or
branch connection-and may be cut
off at any time by simply screwing
down the combined plug and cutter
to plug the hole in the wall of the
hard PVC watermain.

As pointed out previously, the rubber ring which is provided around the
outlet hole in the upper saddle section
In the next article of this series we
is compressed between the pipe and will deal with the question of laying
the saddle top, thus ensuring a water- of service pipes, both of Polythene
and hard PVC, and the general
tight joint between saddle and pipe.
domestic installation.
The ferrule of whatever type you
require is then screwed into the
saddle boss. A smooth and grit free
jointing paste shou.ld be used. It is
preferable, however, to use PTFE
jointing tape, which is now readily
,~..,IRST'
available from a number of manufac1
turers throughout this country.
ARMITAGE ware has been seen at
•
Olympia many times but 1961
marks the first occasion on which
Armitage Ware Ltd. has exhibited at
the Building Exhibition with a stand
of their own.
the making of branch conn~cPioneers in the field of coloured
tions to hard PVC watermams
which are actually full of water under sanitary fixtures, Armitage Ware show
pressure, Wavin have developed a amongst their exhibits pieces in ten
patent hard PVC main Self Tapping different colours, including the reFerrule. This ferrule is used in con- cently introduced orchid and sky blue.
junction with the saddle referred to Other colalllrs to be seen are cream
blue, light coral, green, grey, prim~
in the previous paragraph.
rose, turquoise and fawn.
The self tapping ferrule consists of
hard PVC body with the ou.tlet or
section for connection to the saddle
screwed with a B.S.P. tap.r form
Genuine vitreous china plumbing
The self tapping ferrule is fixtures are represented mainly by the
thread.
screwed into a suitably sized saddle modern and very attractive "Nuaboss using, as in the case of any other style" Series three patterns.
type of ferrule, a good jointing paste
Exhibits include the new "Salonex ''
or PTFE tape. The ferrule contains
a plug of non-ferrous material which hairdressers' basin in vitreous china
has a cutter formed on the bottom of complete with hot tap for pre-heated
it. The outlet from the ferrule con- water with flexible tube and nylon
sists of a screw tail or branch with a handspray
and
the
redesigned
B.S.P. form paralled male thread. "Aqualon" drinking fountain.
Twenty-five

Connections to ma,! n
under pressure
fOR

Making a connection
to a dry main

THE

When the service pipe has been
connected to the ferrule the combined
plug and cutting bead is screwed down
inside the body of the ferrule and cuts
through the wall of the pipe.
The
piece of hard PVC cut from the watermain is retained inside the cutter.
The combined plug and cutter is then
screwed up inside the upper body
section of the ferrule so that it does
not obstruct the outlet water passageway. The cap is then replaced on the
ferrule.

AN ARMITAGE
WARE

THE Wavin

hard PVC saddle consists of 4 nieces- too and bottom
sections, shaped to fit th-e outer diameter of the pipe and two wed~e pieces,
which slide over suitably shaped
ledges on the top and bottom section, thu.s clamping the sadd le tightly
to the main.
The upper section of the sadd le is
provided with a boss, which in turn
is tapped with a B.S.P. taper form
thread. A rubber ring is partly recessed into a saddle top under and
The
surrounding the tapped boss.
wedge are pushed home, thus clamping the top and bottom sections toThe
gether tightly onto the main.
rubber ring is compressed between
the top of the pip:! and the top section of the saddle, thus giving a
watertight joint.

Wavin have a full range of fittings for
connecting hard PVC pipes to the tail
of the ferrule.

Represented
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M.A. B.
INSULATIONS

Estimates and Specifications Free on request.

45, WATERLOO ROAD, BALLSBRIDGE,
DUBLIN. Telephone: 684017.

Insulation
Contractors
& Sheet
Metal
Specialists

Sole Agents in Irish Republic
for OPPANOL Waterproofing
for Insulated Pipe Lines

Are you satisfied with the
purity of your water supply?
IF YOU OBTAIN WATER FROM WELLS, STREAMS,
BORE HOLES OR SIMILAR SOURCES PLAY SAFE, FILTER IT

THROUGH A BERKEFELD STERASYL FILTER.

Unfiltered drinking water contains many deadly
disease germs, among them the Typhoid Bacillus
(shown left). You can't tell by just looking at the
glass whether the water in it is pure or not, but you
do know that water filtered through a Berkefeld
Sterasyl Filter (right) is absolutely safe to drink.
Invest in a Berkefeld Filter with Sterasyl SelfSterilizing Candle and save yourself unnecessary trouble and money.
BRITISH

BERKEFELD FILTERS LTD
Supplied by the
C . G.A. LIMITED · LETCHWORTH

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss7/1
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HEAT: ITS EFFECT

ON PLUMBING
MATERIALS
and wall thickness that it resists the
tendency to buckle, then the expansion and contraction forces will
impose severe and damaging strains
upon walls into which the pipe is
built.
iii. Th~rmal movement of
tubes
through tight wall O)enings will
give rise to un9leasant scrapit1g
noises, which will b~ transmitted
throughou.t the pip~work system.

mild
Hall's th1mble

steel

/

sleeve

8

CD

~

PIPE SLEEVED
THROUGH

@

. 9

p1pe movement

p1pe movement

~

WALL

compensat1ng
roller movement

Precautions
The precautions taken gen~rally
include:!.
The provision of purpo e made
pipe leeves. These are cut from
odd lengths of mild steel tube, and
are built into the wall.
The
maller pipe is then passed through
the sleeve, and is thus given freedom of movement.
11. The provision of
ome form of
expansion absorber at ome point
on a long pipeline which is liable
to be affected by large variations
of temperature. ]n ome ca es a
simple loop is formed in the pipe.
This can be frequently done by
means of fittings and a simple diversion of the oioe route. Sometimes special expa-nsion loops in the
shape - of a horse hoe are employed. Take note that all expansion loops should be fitted in the
horizontal plane, i.e., in line with
the ceiling or floor, in order that
sludge or air pockets should be
avoided.
As an alternative to
loops, pecially made expansion
fittings can be inserted in the pipeline where necessary.
Cast iron smoke pipes from
boiler are often wrongly built
When
solid into the flue wall.
the boiler is lit the smoke pipe gets
very hot and cxoands, often to a
degree su.fficient to fracture the
brickwork of lhc flue. A good
dodge in uch ca es is to wrap the
ca t iron oioe with two thicknesses
of stout p;per before building it
into the brickwork. As the pipe
heats uo the oaoer scorches away,
and the- mall- g-ap which it leaves

/
p1pe movement
absorbed •n change
of d1rect1on

.....
SIMPLE EXPANSION LOOP
~

...

p1pe movement

Precautions against
thermal movement 1n pipes
will generally be enough to accommodate the increase in pipe
diameter on heating up.
FIG. 1 illustrates the effects of heat
movement on pipes and fixings, and
shows some types of precautionary
measures against expansion which are
commonly employed.
Temperatures of up to 140 F have
been recorded on the surface of metal
roof coverings in this country.
The
difference between this temperature,
which is caused by heat from the
summer su.n, and the freezing and
below freezing temperatures of winter,

are considerable. Cleary, some precautions against the
movement in metal
essential. Even the
tion of temperature

efTect of thermal
roof coverings is
inevitable variabetween day and

night can give rise to serious troubles
unless simple, common-sense measures
are taken to accommodate the expansion and contraction or roofing
metals.
What thermal movement should be
expected and how can on~ best guard
against its bad effects?
Here is an example.
Imagine a
roof 100 feet long by 50 feet wide,
covered by one sheet of lead.
Then
suppo e that this imoossible but imaminary roof acquir;s a temperature
of 120° F during the day but cools to
60 °F at night. What ort of movement might one expect?
continued overleaf
Twenty-seven
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HEAT:

ITS EFFECT ON
PLUMBING MATERIALS

Jts length increase would be: I 00 feet x 60 ° F Temp. Difi. x 0.000016 Fa h.
=0.096 feet.
=sav 0.1 feet or 1.2 inches.
Its width, being half the length wou,ld expand just over half an inch.
Its superficial (area) expansion could be found by multiplying its area in
square feet by the temperature rise. and again by the linear coefficient of
expansion x 2 as follows:] 00 feet x 50 feet x 60 ° F x 0.0000 16 x 2.
=60000 X 0.0000]6.
= 0.96 Square feet increase in area
or
0.96 x I 44 138 square inches increase in area.
What would happen in the case of
such expansion?
Either the metal
would push the extra length over the
edge of the roof, if it were flat and
there were no restrictions to such a
movement; or, if it could not move
along its length or width, the sheet of
lead would ri e up to form a hollow
mound in its centre. H it were free
to move in one direction bu,t not the
other, then expansion in the free direction would take place over the roof
edge, but the expansion the other
way would make the lead rise up all

along the centre line of the sheet,
parallel to the fixed edges.
If the sheet were free to move in
all directions it would push outwards
as it expanded, but on cooling it
would have to pull back again. The
friction of the roof decking and the
weight of the lead would resist this
backward pull, and the lead would be
subject to severe tensile strains.
Eventually it would stretch, become
thin, and tear.
Where restriction of movement
causes the sheet to rise uo when ex-

panded by heat, it will return to flat
on cooling. H these movements are
repeated, as they would be with each
temperature change, the lead would
become "tired" or fatigued, just as
a. piece of wire can be brou~ht to
fatigue by being sent back and forth.
The wire will break. ln the same way
the fatigued lead sheet will split and
crack at the points where it has risen
and fallen.
All other roofing materials would
ame way- lead is
behave in the
merely an example. The only possible
difTerence between the behaviour of
lead and materials like copper, aluminium or zinc would be that the
lighter weight of these would almost
certainly reduce the tendency to
"creep," that is, to move forward on
expansion bu.t resist returnin~ to normal on cooling. Apart from this all
metal roof sheets are liable to fatigue
cracking, unless suitable precautions
are taken to reduce the inevitable
effects of heat movement.
What are these precautions?
An
obvious one is to reduce the area of
the pieces of metal used to cover a
roof area. By thi means the overall
area expansion is divided among a
large number of smaller sheets or
conrinued page thirty-six

CENTRAL
HEATING
. he is looking for a pump with all the features of the International

SILENTFLO
glandless accelerator for small bore systems
These include:

Special silicon-impregnated winding-no starter protection needed.
Completely silent operation. Self-lubrication-no maintenance needed.
Precision-ground sleeve bearings-for long life.
He also wants a pump that his customer can afiord; one that will nevertheless show him a worthwhile profit margin on the job.

PRICE LIST AND ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS ON REQUEST FROM
Sole Agents in Republic of Ireland:

Monsell, Mitchell & Co. Ltd
67-73 TOWNSEND STREET https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss7/1
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HOT WATER
FOR BUNGALOW
DWELLINGS
in the tank, o we have no altcrnativ~
but to run them under the floor.
From the drawing it will be seen
that this leads to a trapped circulation, and so provi ion must be made
for air release from the boiler.
If
at all possible, this should be an open
vent of lin. bore runnin6 u9 to project over the roof, but if this is not
possible, an air release valve such as
those made by Spirax, etc., must be
u ed.

lt is also advisable to fit a good
quality safety or pressure-relief valve
on the flow pipe as near the boiler
as possible.
As the head pressu.re in this job
will be very low, and as circulation
will tend to be
luggish, especially
when the fire is started in the morning, it is strongly recommended that
1~in. diameter pipes be instal led for
the now and return circuits and I in.
for the cold feed from the store tank.
As in previous systems, the draworr to the hot-water ta.:>s needs special
attention so as to prevent air being
drawn in when the taps are opened.
Again, the connection should be
taken from the outlet at the crown
o( the cylinder, or in this particular
case, it would be even better to take
it at a point about 6in. down from
the top rim of the cylinder, using, if
necessary, a Coleman's connection if
a boss is not alr.ady fitted.

Sometimes
suggested

W ITH a

ystem of this typ:: it is
sometimes suggested that a pump
be fitted on the return pio<: to assist
circulation. This is quit~ feasible and
the pipe sizes could then be redu.ccd
to }in. or even le.>s, but should pump
failure occur, it would be necessary to
draw the fire as gravity circulat ;on
would be very poor or even nonexistent.
H is recommended, however, that a pump be only installed if
all other means of obtaining circulation have proved useless.
Finally, I would like to ml!ntion as
a matter of interest a hot-water system
which T saw some years ago ncar

contin11ed overleaf
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e MR. DUNCAN PRATT, Chairman Ryax, chatting with Colr. Robert
Briscoe, Lord Mayor of Dublin, at the Ryax-Donnelly's reception to mark the
opening of the Raheny showho11se.
Included are- Mr. II. V. Lamb, General Manager of Donnel/ys; Mr. P. G.
Morris, Builder; Mr. Eugene Timmons, Deputy Lord Mayor; and Mr. S. Walsh,
Atlas F11rnishing Company.

RYAX HEATING SHOW
HOUSE BIG SUCCESS
S INCE its opening by the Lord
Mayor of Dublin, Councillor
Robert Briscoe, on September 23 last,
the Show House of Messrs. P. Donnelly & Sons Ltd., 20 Georges Quay,
at 120 Edenmore Road, demonstrating the "Ryax-Warmhou e" Syst;:m,
has attracted tremendous interest.
More than one thousand v.sttors were
shown over the house on the first
"Open Sunday."

Th:! Lord Mayor
was received by Mr.
H. V. Lamb, Managing Director: M/s.
Donnelly, who have
been appointed Irish
A g e n t s for Ryax
Heating Ltd., Manchester: Mr. Duncan
Prat, C h a i r m a n,
Ryax Ltd., and Mr.
N o r m a n Wilkes,
Manager, A g e n c y
Department, Messrs.
Donnelly. A bouquet
of flower was presented to the Lady
Mayoress by Miss N.
Meehan. Agency
Department, Messrs.
Donnelly.
The "Warmhouse"
system is a packaged
mall bore central
heating system with
an installation cost of

approximately £160. All components
are designed to ensure speedy and
easy installation.
Messrs. Donnelly are now particularly anxious to contact s~itably
qualified fitters and plumbers who
would be willing to ~ork installing
Those interested
the new system.
should contact Mr. Norman Wilkes
at 20 Georges Quay, Dublin.

FUEL OIL
, TANK
GAUGE

1
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Permutit
DOMESTIC

WATER
SOFTENERS
*
Technical
Representative
will call
on request

*
Enquiries to:

Sole Agents

R. S. WHITE Ltd.
The Crescent,
Donnybrook,
DUBLIN.

Telephone:

692284

/rom previous page

HOT WATER
FOR BUNGALOW
DWELLINGS
Kilkelly, Co. Mayo. The bungalowa modern structure with red-tiled roof
and yellow washed walls-had an
open fireplace to burn tu.rf and was
complete with crane to hold pots.
Resting on two firebricks on the hearth
floor was an ordinary copper back
boiler connected by light gauge copper
pipes to a copper cylinder fitted in a
recess at the side of the fireplace.
The turf fire was built up in the
usual manner around the boiler, so
that a glowing mass of hot ash and
flame surrounded it and so gave a
very plentiful supply of hot water.
From the cylinder a connection was
taken to supply a modern enclosed
bath, wash-basin, and sink.

Water supply
from rainfall
The bathroom also contained a lowlevel W.C. uite connected to a eptic
tank . All the water supply was obtained from rainfall and was stored in
a large underground tank made of
concrete and protected from pollu.tion.
From this tank the water was pumped
to a higher level for domestic use.
Although the bungalow was situated in a spar ely populated district
at the edge of a bog, all modern
amenities, including electricity, were
available, and shows what can be
achieved in rural areas, where local
conditions require special consideration.
The ketch, Fig. 4, will give some
idea as to how the boiler installation

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss7/1
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PLUMBERS METALS & TOOLS
WELDING EQUIPMENT

LEAD: THE TRADITIONAL
PLUMBERS MATERIAL
L EAD is the traditional plumber's
material. Its endurance through
many centuries testifies to its excellent
lasting qualities.
Lead in miUed sheet and pipe form
(B.Ss. 1178 & 602) finds extensive
specification where durability, ease of
manipulation in situ. and some degree
of flexibility are factors of some importance.
The weight of lead and its rather
low mechanical strength, which demands greater thickness and therefore
greater weight in compensation, i often
quoted as a erious disadvantage of
this metal. For certain light con truelions this is not denied but for solidly
designed buildings with some measure
of permanence, these problems of
weight are easily overcome by suitable substructure and support design.
Cast lead in sheet form is not commonly used nowadays but in restoration work one often finds it specified
that the old cast lead be stripped off,
re-cast and re-applied to the roof as before. One or two firms speciali e in
this class of work.
For flashings in lead, a recent innovation, milled sheet lead in coil form
in widths of 6ins. to 24ins. offers
facility in transport to site, ease of
handling on the roof, and reduces

material wastage in off-cuts. This is
but one example of how manufacturers are meeting the current trend
for labour and material economies
aimed to securing higher productivity
at reduced costs.

Lead welding, or leadburning as it
is more commonly known, is one other
example of the application of modern
techniques to a material steeped in
antiquity. Leadburning offers remarkable savings in time and material. In
soil pipe work, for example, a wiped
joint on 4in. lead soil branch to a
brass ferrule needs some four lbs. of
plumber"s solder. An equally effective joint can be produced by leadburning using scraps of milled lead as
a filler rod. The labour constant remains much the same for both joints
but the cost economy of four lbs. of
solder on each joint is obvious.
In roofwork too the economic and
productive use of welding equipment
can be seen. A lead slate to weather
a soil pipe penetration of a roof, for
example, may occupy a plumber and
mate in, say, a couple of hours of
laborious bossing. By simple geometric development, cutting, forming
and jointing by leadburning, the same
detail can be produced effortlessly and

in many ways better, in about IS
minutes.
The welding equipment is not expensive.
A complete kit (except
cylinders of Oxy-Acet.) will cost no
more than £12.
Alternatively, the
torches, hoses, regulators, etc., may be
purchased separately as manufacturers'
catalogues will show. The initial outlay on this item of the up to date
plumber's equ.ipment will be quickly
repaid within the course of a few
hours' use on the job.
Modern leadburning techniques are
quickly learned by the compt;tent
plumber.
Those who have had little
or no experience in this work might
find attendance at a Technical College
course both interesting and profitably
instructive. All will find the Lead
Development Council Bulletin I 18,
" Practical Notes on Leadburning," a
very helpful guide.
It is obtainable
free of charge from 34 Berkeley
Square, London, W.l.
There is a noticeable trend toward
the usage of what are known a
"hard" metals in plumber's work today. Copper, aluminium and zinc are
being more frequently specified. This
trend will continue where light

continued page thirty-three

This special survey-the fourth in a series on important aspects of
the plumbing and heating trades- has been compiled by technical
expert A. L. Townsend, M .R.S.H., M.I .P., R.P.
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J at 's 0 u r L l n e

O · · · l.l good question to ask the largest
I' maclunery stockists il.1 Ireland. In actual fact,

•

we have literally hundreds of lines but here
are a few that we think. will be of interest to you.

INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC PUMPS - BOILER FEED PUMPS - CIRCULATORS - TUBING & FITTINGS
VALVES - PIPE BENDING MACHINES - PIPE TOOLS - GAS & ELECTRIC WELDING PLANT AND
ACCESSORIES - ELECTRODES - SPOT WELDING EQUIPMENT - HAND TOOLS.

MUREX

WELDING
EQUIPMENT

Over 100 different Murex electrodes
are available for weldmg steel and
i:J.on-ferrous m etals. Murex electrodes
were exclusivelY used for the construction of Britain's first nuclear
submarine- th e "Dreadnought".

CIRCULATING
PUMPS
Noiseless
circulators
for
central heating
installations by
th<> famous Dutch
pump manufacturersStork of Hengelo.
Ratings from 1/50 h.p.
to 2/ 3 h.p. Enquiries
invited.

WORKSAVER PIPE TOOLS
Used by leading firms and public
authorities everywherg. A comprehensive range of Ridgid tools is always
available from stock and every sale
is backed by efficient after sales
service and complete stocks of spar ~
parts.

HENDRON BROS. (D U BLIN) LTD.
BROADSTONE, DUBLI N, 7.

s
T

0
R
K

PIIONE .j J JI(i-7-8-!1

INVITATION

• • •

We extend a hearty invitation to our many
friends in the plumbing trade and all those
interested in modern kitchen and bathroom
furniture and fittings to visit our extensive
showrooms.
Compression Joint Fittings
Copper Piping
Pipe Wrap
Copper Cylinders - Open Top Tanks - Pressed Steel and Cast
Iron Radiators
Oil Fired and Solid Fuel Boilers
Baths,
Basins, Toilet Sets, Shower Fittings
Mixer Fittings - Stain
less Steel, Enamel Steel, Fire Clay Sinks - Blow Lamps, Solder Bathroom and Kitchen Furniture - Double Compartment Tanks.
For a full comprehensive supply of plumbing materials:

DOCKRELLS

of Georges St.~ Dublin

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

· - - - - - -- - Thirty-two
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Jrom page thirty-one
Copper in sheet, coil, or tube forms
are well established as plumber's
metals.
The speed and ease w:th which light
r.a uge copper tube to B.S.659 may be
installed is well known. Soft copper
tube for underground use to B.S.I38:i
finds increasing use in districts wh ere
corrosive soil condition or plumbo
solvent waters obtain. For parttCl!•'arly
aggressive soils protected copper tubes
are obtainable. The B.S.I386 coiled
tube can be had sheated in the chemically inert polythene to combine the
mechanical properties of copper with
the corrosion resistant properties of
polythene. For underground gas services which demand a truth o[ invert
and hydraulic gradient for condensate
drainage, can be laid in corrosive soil
in the more rigid half hard B.S.659
tube protected by adherent sheathing
of P.V.C.
Tools arc mechanical aids. Mechanisation red uces labour fatigue and
increases productivity .
The careful
se lection and wise app lication of
powered hand tools exercises the
thoughts of all forward looking
plumbers and heating engineers to-day.
Tool manufacturers ofTer a bewildering range of equipment a ll designed
to secure that desirable economy of
labour and increased productivity.
Electric powered drills comprising
a standard i in. drill with a no-load
speed of 300 r.p.m . will accommodate
tipped drills bits up to I iin. dia . and
cored bits from 1in. to 2in. dia . The
hollow cored bits remove less spoil
a nd therefore offer a faste r drilling
rate. Such drill enable speedy, ac-

FROM KOSANGAS
cMliLLANS I<OSANGAS Lfi>., 28
l'1-ptr O'Conn II St .. Dublin. an·
marketing t\1 u h;gh pn ~surl' t'>rch•·s. l h<'
c;un and lllow torch.
The h:gh prcssun• gun typt• torch with
adj ust:lble gas in ilt and adj us~able air
shutter, 11·orks 11ich high 1 n·ssun ga..'
and must b•· conm ct:•d "ith high 1 rl'5Sun· rubb r how and r'ips to high
pn .'><Urt· rl'gula tor 202() or Htgio high
pn·,,;;u re regulator. Design d for indoor
work. tht torch cao L. suuo! eel with
a "" (l'ly of burnE"r heads. - ·
T!w high pn·~·;u l' Llow torch, 11·ith
ntl'dl • rontn
I val\'l•
for ga~· adjustmC'nc,
can b•· supplitd with a burnt·r beau:
... \ .. (largt·)-gas consumption approxJmall'ly 6 6 cu. ft. prr hour or burner
a gas con!wad, "B' mt•<lium,
sump ion of approx. 3 5 cu. fl. per hou1.

M

curate and clean drilling o( p:p_ways
for heating, D .H .W., and saniU.ry
pipework. They may seem expensive
a t first sight but their time saving
potential , as with so many other modern power tools, is so great that the
question becomes not "can we afford
it?" but rather "can we afTord not
to have it?"
Power saws save time and provide
more accurate and less disturbing cutting away for inset equipment or for
chases for pipework. Abrasive discs
attac hed to electric drill-like machines
will saw into brick, stone, or even
concrete at a quite rapid rate and with
no more effort for the operator than
supporting and controlling the tool.
e l !ENDRONBROS. (Dublin ) LTJJ.,
A quick change of circular saw
37 /39 Cpper Dominick St., have five
blade for the a brasive discs will condepartment.~ specially maintainPd for
vert the powered masonry saw to a
plumbing and lvating engineers: 1wood saw. In this form it speeds the
Front Stores ll'hich swck Ridg:d pipe
cu,tting for lifting of floorboards.
Percussion hammers speed the job tools, Sievert blowlamps, Murex e!Pcof fixings to many different kinds of trod(s and Baddeley cutting torches;
material.
They al o relieve labour 2-The Fittings Department, which has a
from this boring task and free them se:ect10n of Laco pipe bendin g machint-s
for more productive work.
Fixing and enormous stocks of Instantor and
tools of this kind have recently been Crane firtings; 3-The Piping Departvery much improved on earlier pat- ment with its large stocks cf &tee!, copterns.
The newer tools are more
per and plastic piping in all ~izes;
efficient and with added safeguards
4--The Mai n Stores, where· Murex and
such as captive bolts and interlocking
BaddPley
welding equipm en~ is on d:sfiring mechanisms.
play;
and
5-The Pump De1-artment,
Motoriscd pipe threading machines
take the labour out of this irksome wher<! Stork circul ators can be inspected
task.
One recent innovation is an and discuesed.
electric powered device which converts • Our picture haws MUREX equ ipordinary hand stocks to mechanised ment in use.
ones. In this form it is likely to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - appeal to plumbers and hea ting enit becomes increasingly necessary for
gineers dealing with the smal ler
the plumber to learn the basic prindiameter M .S. tubes.
ciples
and skills of welding and to
Even electrically driven screw drivers
to speed the screw are now quickly come to regard the welding kit as a
being adopted by progressive operat- tool of the up-to-date plumber.
ives and firms alike. One could go on
Its application in leadburning has
for a long time outlining the many
splendid developments which tool already been mentioned. The increasmanufacturers have now to offer. One ing tendency toward ducted sanitary
has only to look at any cutting job
systems in light gauge coooer tube
and question "is th ere a better and
quicker way "-an examination of the results in a need for plumb; rs being
powered tool range displayed by your able to bronze weld this material as
nearest stockist will almost certainly so used in this important branch of
show you that there is.
plumbers' work .
The basic kit as
Welding Equipment has always
needed
for
leadbu.rning
can be used
found a place in the heating engineer's
with
kit. With the decided trend toward
continued overleaf
" hard " metal usage in plumber's work
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tiv to heat, fuse, a nd exclude oxygen
f;om the weld a rea.
Torch es with
for bronze-welding simply by the ad- Ac::tylen~ h ~a t ~d coils or torches with
dition of a hi [ her capac
:ty
torch el~ctrically heated coils a re obtamable
costing about £5. Thus e::juipped the according to .:::1o ice. For site work
plumber can not only leadburn and the gas hea ted ones would seem to
bronzeweld to profitable advantage but be more resista nt to rough Site usage.
he can also use the same equipment
Elect! i:: Arc Welding Equipment
to make M.S. brackets, etc., which are is bulky and on acco un t of its funcoften needed but of necessity have to tion and design, rath~r costly. It is a
go to some special ist smithy to be somewhat spec ialised item of equ,ipmade at considerable cost and frus- ment which may be well known to
trating waste of valuable time.
heating engineers engaged on really
Up-to-date welding equipment is a la rge sca le work, especially M.S. heatgreat improvement on the o lder. Much ing mains of large diameter where the
thought has been given to equipment hea t inout from Oxy-Ac :: t. equipment
design to make it more resistant to tends t; slow the welding rate. But
site usage and to reduce operative in this field , too, considerable imfatigu.e. A glance through any up to provements have been made in equipthe minute catalogue will offer con- ment design and portability.
vincing proof of this and will show
Availability of gases for welding
that this inexpensive equipment is a does seem, in some areas, to frustrate
"must" for the modern craftsman.
the wish of many to engage in this
Plastic Welding Equipment for the modern technique of jointing.
The
jointing of Polythene an~ P.V ·~· 200 C.F. cylinder now seems to have
sheet or tubes is now readily avail- become standardised.
This is no
able. Torches comprise a heating coil doubt helpful to the gas suppliers a nd
through which chemically inert Nitro- is no inconvenience to the extensive
gen gas passes to issue at the torch user.
200 C.F. cylinders are a bit
cumbersome though and are not easily
rot on to a roof for plumber's leadburning in situ.
Thi s can be overcome by extending leads, though this
N his book, " Estimating for Building
is not desirable for several reasons.
a nd Public W orks," B. Price Davies
The
cylinders can be hoisted- if a
shows th at to drill one !" diameter hole
to a depth of one inch in good quality hoist is available. One wonders if we
co ncrete, insert a plug an d dnv<' ho:n · shall ever see the return of the older
a 24-ga uge €Crew, takes in a 1 anprox- 60 F.C. cylinders which proved such
imately 15 minutt•s.
a boom to the smaller consumer beThe makers of I Iilti Rapid Fas <n·ng
fore the war.
System now offer a fast, dTicicnt, and
from previous page

from Hilti

three units
from

B. & D.

e Thret· units manufacturC'd by 13lack
& Decke r Ud., 1 lar mondswcrth, Middl esex, in the ir power tools tlivis:on art• of
particular int('rest.
The 7'' II .D. Ripsnorte r S:J.w, wl' igh in g
on ly ll ilbs., clevelo}Js 1 h.f.' .• ~~d runs at
4 200 r.p.m. I t uH·s a 7 ,
dmmt•.t·r
b'lade giving a maximum def.-th ol cut ol
2 5/ 16'' and with a small sell'ction ol
biades can be used extensivl'ly. ll se:ts
at .£27 lOs. Od.
The !!'' Standard Drill has a no-load
speed of 300 r.p.m.
Idea l for maoonry
work, thn high po"'er a nd larg<' chuck
capac ity l'nab lt•s it to drill holes up t o
2" diameter.
Priw: £ 26 16s. Od .
(p ictured here).
.
A
completely new and versat il e
machi ne is the lJ9 Scrudrill, wh ich can
be used both as a drill and a screwdriver just by a turn of th e collar. Tt
weighs just over 3 ~ l bs., has a l" capacity chuck and runs at a no-load speed
of 1,000 r. p.m. Tht• pric<' is £14.

I

sale alternative t o th!S expens ive procedure.
Drilling is e liminated a nd by
means of simple and inexpcnsiv!' hand
tools a nd specially desigm·d na1ls and
studs with excernal or internal threads,
f1xings ar:> completed in a rna~ ~er. of
momtnts. In th:s way up to 100 hx1ngs
a n hour are obtai nable "ithout any
gr(·at efTo rt.
I Iilli DX tools are safe to handle. and
s hould not be confused with th <' o'dt•r
t y pe Gun tools.
. . .
The eflicie·ncy of th<' lllltl Sys1.cm
derives from the sci ntifl cally gnl'd
du.-·
s tuds a nd na ils.
With the smaller hand tools the
a nchorage value of a single stud or nail
in good quality concrete can run a,; h1gh
as 2.000 lbs.. while with dw l>X 500
tool the pull-out force re'Juire·d to extract tho fixing may b<' as high a'.> 3.500
lbs.
.
The Tiilli R eprcsentativl' in Jrl'lnn< 1 t'<
the Calumrl Trading Co. Ld., 41 l ' ppt· r
Mou nt St., Dublin.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss7/1
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Raw/plug
brochure

31st edition of the " Fixing
Devices Brochure " has been pubEshed bv th -:: Ra wlplug Co. Ltd.,
Cromwell Rd ., London .
It contains detail s covering fixing
tools a nd devices suitable for the
lightest need to the heavi est loading
capacity likely to be required for industrial pu.rposes.
Copies of the brochure may be had
from the Company, and their Technical Service Department will be glad
to give recommendation s a nd advice
on any fixing problem s.

Stanley hammer
\VORKS (G .B .) LTD ., RutSTANLEY
land R oad, SlwfTicld , lablt•
ha\'(' avai
a w1de var il'ty of plumbing tools.
.
n
The hamm<·r illustrated 1s om· of th ·1r
·rs.
Tough
rang<• of W arri gton hammt
and wtsatil e, its strikin g fac~· and cross l'l'mp<'r<'d
pC'in arc· hardl'nt•d a nd
and
rim c hamft•rPd to minimiz<' chippi ng.
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We are pleased to have been associated lor over 25 years
with Plumbing and Central Heating Engineers throughout
the country.
Deliveries Everywhere

'Quasi-Arc' Electrodes And 'British Oxygen' Equipment
Welding Plant
Blowpipes & Cutters
THE MOST OUTSTANDING NAME IN THE
FIELD OF ELECTRIC ARC WELDING

FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY, DEPENDABILITY.
THE MOST POPULAR PRODUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE TOOL IN INDUSTRY.

Why Not Consult Us ?

Phone 55471

Industrial Gases (I.F.S.) ltd.
BLUEBELL,
-

I N C H I C 0 R E,

D U BL I N

-----

SECURE WITH SAFETY

NO DRILLING - NO PLUGGING

NO RISK!

CALUMET TRADING CO. LTD., 41 UPR. MOUNT ST., DUBLIN.

Tel. 65971.
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HEAT: ITS EFFECT
ON PLUMBING
MATERIALS

0;--,...---a-r_r_o_w_s_ln_d_l_c--,ate d1rect1on of thermal movement
'\"""

o oo oooooo

solar

0

heat

0

fat1gue

\. J:

0

"bays." Thus the stress can be reduced to such reasonable amounts as
can comfortably be accommodated
within the fixing arrangements for
each individual bay.
Secondly, care must be taken to
ensure that the metal bays are free to
move in both their length and width.
Under no circumstances are they to be
fixed on their opposite edges, or on
all edges.
Thirdly, by providing good roof
decking surfaces the thermal movement is "lubricated," so that once
again the resulting freedom of movement will allow the metals to move
when expanding and contractin2 without ill effect.

FIG. 2 shows some of these points.
Lead bays should not exceed 24
square feet in size. On south facing
roofs which get heat from the sun all
day, it is a good plan to kee9 the bays
to no more than 20 square feet in
area .
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Copper, aluminium and zinc bay
sizes are commonly kept at no more
than 14 sq. ft. super. This is largely
because these lightweight materials
need careful and adequate fixings to
hold them down on the roof against
the lift forces of strong winds.
Smaller bays mean more bay joints,
in which a greater m•,mber of fixings
can be incorporated.

r

0
0

oooooooo

free to

r

expand
Expt

0
0

0

&

contract

o©
0

steam

©

f1xed on adJacent Sides
frerz to expand

The Effects of Heat on Roofing

To illustrate the advantages of smaller bay sizes, calculate the expansion
of a 20 square foot bay of .lead exoosed to the same temoerature chan::c
of 60 ° F as the " imaginery " one-pi~ce roof covering.
Superficial Expansion =Area x Temperature Rise x Coefficient of Lin ear
Expansion x 2.
20 square feet x 60 F x 0.000016 x 2
Increase in area : -= 0.038 square feet increase in area,
Or 5.4 square inches increase in area .
This is considerably less than the should exc~ed 10 feet in .length. The
increase of 138 square inch in the roof expansion of such a length for any
area of 100' x 50' previously considered, but even so, it still represents given temperature increase you can
a considerable increase in size. This now easily work out for yourself.
must be taken care of by careful roof
planning and good plumbing practice
Later
on
these
precautionary
if heat movement troubles are to be
avoided.
measures and the way they are applied
No piece of lead fixed in roo( work
will be dealt with at greater length .

&

contract

Metals

NEl-l MONTH
Next month A. L. Townsend \\ill
deal with
HEAT: ITS EFFECT ON AIR
AND WATEit
TRANSMISSION OF HEAT

NEXT MONTH
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If you would like further details of any

The only Journal of its kind in Ireland catering
exclusively for all aspects of the Plumbing,
Heating. Ventilation and Insulation trades.

I

" The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor" is

product or service you read about in

published on the 15th of each month.

the pages of this Journal, complete the

scription rate is 15/- per annum, post free. If you

The sub-

would like us to send it to you by post every
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ONLY the •MT reaota to .!!!!l
In small-pipe heating the
simplest-and most
economical- way to give
efficient, fully automatic
control is to install the
Satchwell BMT.
In response to a temperature
sensitive phial outside the
building, the BMT mixing
valve prevents temperature
changes inside before they
can occur. This way, inside
temperatures remain
constant whatever happens
outside, with considerable
savings in fuel consumption.
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For more information on the Satchwell
BMT- just write to Rlzeostatic.
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